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About This Content

The Steam Starter Pack is designed to get you started right in Star Trek Timelines. Start your game off with TEN 10x
Premium Packs - that's 100 Rare or better crew or schematics - plus 500,000 credits, 700 Dilithium, and 500 VIP points and

Bonus Dilithium based on your current VIP level! Use your credits and Dilithium to purchase new packs in the game, or
upgrade your crew so they're even more powerful. Get started the right way!

NOTE: DLC will be automatically added to your game the next time you log in after purchase. If you wish to add DLC to an
existing STT account, please start STT in Steam and log into your existing account before purchasing DLC.
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I just couldn't bring myself to give this game a thumbs up. A lot of people were raving about how scary it was and I've never
tried a VR horror game yet, so thought I'd give it a whirl. To start I'll give praise for the multiple locomotion options, props for
that! My favourite was armswinger as it feels the most natural of the 3. Walking through the door the environment did glitch
and put me in the top of the door which was a bit disorientating.
My main gripe with the game is that it's far too dark. I know I know, it's a horror game, it's supposed to be dark, but when the
Vive has horrible SDE in black/very dark scenes, this totally breaks immersion, which then makes the game not scary anymore.
I think this is why I didn't feel any of it was scary until the ending, which did make me jump a little bit, but only a little bit.
Other negatives include, not being able to interact with anything. Interaction increases immersion! I had hands that could close,
but I couldn't grab anything, or move anything.
The best part of the game for me was after the ending where everything was floating in the room, that bit was kind of cool, but
when the best bit is after the game ends, it's not a great sign.
I really wanted this to be good, but unfortunately for me, it just wasn't. It needs a lot of work and a hell of a lot of polish to
make it into a game that could sell.
Overall a disappointing first horror VR experience, which was a shame.. Fine electro Musik. Very good soundtrack!. This DLC
are not compatible with the older version saved game. I finished all of the the quest on 2016. Need to restart the whole process
with timeline quest to get this DLC working. Just wasting my money on it. Hope this DLC can be activated in the early game
just like a sandbox game (COAS) without any requirement and maybe it will be an alternative quest to saved brother.. Honestly,
this is what you would play if you were trapped in a room with nothing else but this game. Though, I'd still probably sit their
with my own thoughts than play this game. If you're really bored, give this game a go. But, you shouldn't spend your hard earned
money on this game. Until it goes on sale.. Classic trading game about the Hanseatic League circa 1400 C.E. Graphics are
2003-era, and the ship combat system is not the greatest. But if you can get past that, then this is worth geting on discount..
Bonne surprise que ce jeu. Toutes mes f\u00e9licitations au studio pour son travail.
Bonne immersion gr\u00e2ce aux recherches historiques et l'utilisation du noir et blanc.
Seul petit reproche, on se retrouve parfois \u00e0 essayer des mots clefs completement random pour faire avancer l'histoire..

Mais tr\u00e8s bonne impression finale.
Vivement le prochain jeu.. I really liked this game, very calming and while quite repetitive, there were moments to shake things
up and kept you on your toes.
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This is pathetic. I bought this and I've played now for another 30+ hours and have yet to hear any new song I haven't heard
before buying it. I'm not joking. I don't even know what I bought or what these songs are. The DLC is installed, added and
nothing. It still just loops like 3-4 songs it always had. WTF is the point of adding a soundtrack that should had been included,
and when you do... IT DOESNT EVEN PLAY THE MUSIC. Despite all the bad reviews of IR, I LOVE THIS GAME. So I
thought it would be great to enhance it. Man was I wrong.. Winter Voices is a bad RPG masquerading as an artful abstraction.
This is a terrible game. You'll think you're enjoying the moody atmosphere and somber tone, until the 2nd or third time you
fight "sorrow" and "despair" and you "win" the battle by surviving for 10 turns.

This is an awful game. Avoid at all costs. If you happen to have it in your Steam inventory, gift it to your worst enemy, then
sleep easy.. It seems to have microtransactions???. 9/10 : One of the best naval combat simulations, I recommend it to navy
combat fans.. Very fun little game, only has mixed reviews because people can't read.. Stiff animations, boring combat, with
rogue-lite progression in a procedural environment. The backgrounds are nicely drawn.
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